Meiotic crossovers in the human genome cluster into highly localised hotspots identifiable indirectly from patterns of DNA diversity and directly by high-resolution sperm typing. Little is known about factors that control hotspot activity and the apparently rapid turnover of hotspots during recent evolution. Clues can however be gained by characterising variation in sperm crossover activity between men. Previous studies have identified single nucleotide polymorphisms within hotspots that appear to suppress crossover activity and which may be involved in hotspot attenuation/extinction.
gained by characterising variation in sperm crossover activity between men. Previous studies have identified single nucleotide polymorphisms within hotspots that appear to suppress crossover activity and which may be involved in hotspot attenuation/extinction.
We now analyse a closely-spaced pair of hotspots (MSTM1a, MSTM1b) on chromosome 1q42.3, the former being a candidate for a young hotspot that has failed to leave a significant mark on haplotype diversity. Extensive surveys of different men revealed substantial polymorphism in sperm crossover frequencies at both hotspots, but with very different patterns of variation. Hotspot MSTM1b was active in all men tested but with widely differing crossover frequencies. In contrast, MSTM1a was active in only a few men and appeared to be recombinationally inert in the remainder, providing the first example of presence/absence polymorphism of a human hotspot. Haplotype analysis around both hotspots identified active and suppressed men sharing identical haplotypes, establishing that these major variations in the presence/absence of a hotspot and in quantitative activity are not caused by local DNA sequence variation. These findings suggest a role for distal regulators or epigenetic factors in hotspot activity, and provide the first direct evidence for the rapid evolution of recombination hotspots in humans.
INTRODUCTION
Meiotic recombination is of fundamental importance in reshuffling haplotypes between generations and in shaping patterns of human DNA diversity. Fine-scale distributions of meiotic crossover events can be characterised indirectly across the entire human genome from surveys of DNA diversity, using approaches such as linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping (1, 2) and coalescent analysis (3) (4) (5) to infer patterns of historical recombination from genotype or haplotype data. Direct analysis is possible by batch screening of sperm DNA for crossover molecules (6) (7) (8) . This approach, while laborious and limited to short intervals of the human genome, is capable of screening millions of sperm per man for recombination events and characterising crossover distributions at very high resolution. It also circumvents potential problems in population genetic estimation of recombination frequencies and distributions resulting from factors such as genetic drift, bottlenecks, admixture and selection that might perturb patterns of DNA diversity and thus inferences of historical recombination profiles (9) (10) (11) (12) .
Population genetic and sperm typing approaches have both shown that meiotic crossovers cluster into highly localised hotspots occurring roughly every 50 kb in the human genome (4, 5, 7, 13) . These hotspots profoundly influence human DNA diversity, creating haplotype blocks between hotspots that offer the promise of efficient methods of association analysis (5) . Different hotspots can vary widely in activity (7, 13, 14) though all typed to date in sperm show a constant width of 1-2 kb. Sperm analysis has shown that these 4 hotspots are also active in gene conversion involving the exchange of information between haplotypes but without exchange of flanking DNA markers (15) . This provides strong evidence that hotspots mark narrow zones within which recombination is initiated.
Evidence is accumulating that crossover hotspots may be relatively dynamic features of the human genome. Comparison of LD landscapes in humans and chimpanzees has revealed major divergence in haplotype block structures and thus in the positions of hotspots inferred by population genetic approaches (16) (17) (18) (19) . This implies that many hotspots have turned over within the last 6 Myr, and between genomes that show very little DNA sequence divergence. Hotspot turnover within human populations is more equivocal, with evidence both for conserved LD landscapes implying that most hotspots are shared across populations (3, 5, 18, 20, 21) and for hotspots detected in sperm that have failed to leave their full mark on haplotype diversity and which may therefore have arisen very recently in human evolution (13) .
Factors controlling hotspot activity and the processes whereby hotspots come into existence and eventually go extinct remain enigmatic. A recent genome-wide survey of human DNA diversity has revealed short DNA sequence motifs strongly associated with putative hotspots (4). However, while these motifs may be necessary for hotspot activity, they cannot be sufficient since many exist outside hotspots and most will not have changed on the time-scale of human/chimpanzee divergence. The alternative approach to identifying hotspot-controlling factors is to identify polymorphisms between individuals in hotspot activity. This cannot be analysed from population DNA diversity data but can 5 be explored by sperm typing. Evidence to date on a limited number of crossover hotspots suggests that such polymorphisms are not unusual (13, (22) (23) (24) . In two cases, the cause of variation in sperm crossover frequency could be traced to a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) within the hotspot that seems to influence recombination initiation rate (23, 24) . In both cases, the recombination-suppressing allele disrupts a DNA sequence motif preferentially found in hotspots (4) and is strongly over-transmitted to recombinant sperm, creating a level of meiotic drive that can be sufficient to promote population fixation of the recombination suppressing allele. This drive of any recombination suppressor arising within a hotspot results in the "hotspot paradox", namely how a hotspot can arise and persist in the face of a deterministic drive to attenuate hotspot activity (25) . However, this drive is unlikely to eliminate a hotspot completely -the recombination suppressors identified to date reduce but do not eliminate recombination initiation activity, and as the activity of a hotspot diminishes, so will the strength of meiotic drive at the population level until the point is reached where the population frequency of a suppressor is determined by genetic drift alone.
While recombination-suppressing variants give clues about likely processes involved in the disappearance of hotspots from a population, nothing is known about how hotspots come into existence. One possible way of analysing this problem is to identify either population-specific hotspots or preferably hotspots functional in only a proportion of individuals in a population. Such polymorphic hotspots might include young hotspots that, through comparisons of inactive and active haplotypes, could give clues about processes involved in the origin of hotspot activity.
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Surveys to date on polymorphisms in crossover hotspot activity in sperm have been limited to very small numbers of men, often just 2-3 individuals (6, 7, 13, 14, 22, 24) . To explore such variation in more detail, we have conducted an extensive survey of crossover activity at a pair of hotspots, termed MSTM1a and MSTM1b, located in a region of chromosome 1q42.3 well characterised for hotspots detected by population genetic approaches and by direct analysis in sperm (13) . Both contain sequence motifs associated with hotspots (4); MSTM1a shows a CTCCTCC motif close to its centre, while MSTM1b has CCTTCCC within 400 bp of the centre. These hotspots are located close to each other and can be assayed in sperm in a single test interval. Hotspot MSTM1a is also a candidate for a young hotspot, being active in sperm yet located in a region of intense marker association (13) .
RESULTS

Sperm crossover activity at hotspots MSTM1a and MSTM1b
A survey of 80 semen donors of north European origin identified 26 men with sufficient SNP heterozygosities to allow recovery of MSTM1a and MSTM1b crossover molecules and to map crossover exchange points. These molecules were recovered from sperm DNA by repulsion-phase allele-specific PCR across a 8.1-10.2 kb interval spanning both hotspots (13) , the precise length of the interval depending on available SNP heterozygosities in each man. All except 7 of the 26 men were assayed for reciprocal crossovers (Fig. 1A) , yielding a total of 5743 crossover molecules recovered from 39x10 6 amplifiable molecules of each haplotype. The mean recombination frequency over all men was 14.7x10 -5 per sperm but varied substantially between men, from 1.6-90x10 -5 .
There was no significant difference in the frequency of reciprocal A-and B-type crossovers in any man (P > 0.04 for each man, without Bonferroni correction), consistent with reciprocal exchange. The observed disparities in the numbers of A and B crossovers (on average only 1.3 fold over 19 men tested, range 1.0-1.6) also established that these crossover assays gave reproducible and reliable measures of recombination frequency.
Variation in crossover profiles
Mapping exchange points in these MSTM1a,b crossover molecules also revealed considerable variation between men in crossover distribution. Examples of these differences are shown in Fig. 1B . Analysis of cumulative crossover frequency distributions across the test interval ( Fig. 2) showed that hotspot MSTM1b was active in all men though with widely varying crossover frequencies. Despite the lack of markers in this hotspot, distributions consistently located its centre to position 23.3 kb and gave a hotspot width of about 1.6 kb, typical of other hotspots characterised by sperm typing (7, 13, 14) . These distributions also revealed additional crossovers apparently randomly distributed across the test interval; these were particularly evident 3 to MSTM1b. These 8 rare "background" crossovers, some of which may be PCR artefacts (6), were as expected most noticeable in men with weakest activity at hotspot MSTM1b and gave a consistent background crossover activity of 0.09 cM/Mb, comparable to previous estimates of crossover activity outside hotspots (7, 13, 26) .
Only three men showed significant activity at hotspot MSTM1a (Figs. 1B, 2). All showed a 1.2 kb wide hotspot centred at 21.3 kb, 2 kb away from the centre of MSTM1b. The remaining 23 men yielded a total of only 44 crossovers in this region, very similar to the 37 crossovers expected from the background crossover activity of 0.09 cM/Mb.
Furthermore, there was no evidence of clustering of these rare exchanges within the MSTM1a hotspot region (Fig. 2 ). More detailed analysis (see Methods) showed that these exchanges arose with an apparently uniform frequency across these 23 men (P = 0.14)
and that crossover locations were more compatible with random distribution than clustering into hotspot MSTM1a (likelihood ratio = 2.6). There is therefore no evidence of any crossover activity at MSTM1a in any of these 23 men.
The cumulative crossover frequency distributions shown in 
Reciprocal crossover asymmetry at hotspot MSTM1a
Hotspot MSTM1a contains many more markers than MSTM1b, allowing the asymmetry test to be applied to the three men showing MSTM1a activity (Fig. 5A, B) . Sperm crossovers in all three active men showed highly significant asymmetry, with reciprocal crossover distributions displaced by about 320 bp, similar to that seen at other mammalian hotspots showing asymmetry most likely triggered by variation in recombination initiation rates (23, 24, 27) . This is consistent with initiation occurring in cis, with these three active men each carrying an active and a suppressed haplotype.
Under this model, the 23 men who are inactive at MSTM1a should be homozygous for suppressed haplotypes.
These differences in recombination initiation rates result in over-transmission of alleles from the suppressed haplotype into recombinant progeny, as seen in humans (23, 24) , mice (27) and fungi (28, 29) . The transmission distortion seen in hotspot MSTM1a is 11 highest (on average 72:28 vs. 50:50 for Mendelian transmission) for markers nearest the centre of the hotspot (Fig. 5C ) and is similar in intensity to that seen at other mammalian hotspots showing distortion (23, 24, 27) . This meiotic drive in favour of alleles from the suppressed haplotype allowed us to identify the putative MSTM1a-active haplotype in each of the three men.
MSTM1a active and suppressed haplotypes
If the difference between active and suppressed haplotypes involved a recent DNA sequence change in or near hotspot MSTM1a, then these three active haplotypes should be similar or identical. Surprisingly, extended haplotype and sequence analysis across this hotspot and its three neighbouring hotspots (Fig. 6A) showed that these active haplotypes were in fact very different (Fig. 6B ). This excludes any hotspot-controlling mutation restricted to these three haplotypes from most of the 100 kb haplotyped region. While the active haplotypes were identical over a 3.5 kb interval extending across hotspots MSTM1a and MSTM1b, precisely the same 3.5 kb sequence was seen in many of the suppressed haplotypes (Fig. 6D ). There is therefore no DNA sequence change even in this 3.5 kb region that is associated with MSTM1a activity. Similarly, hotspot activity cannot be governed by sequence differences between haplotypes (Fig. 6C ) -for example, man 10 carries the same two haplotypes as man 14, and almost the same as man 24, yet only man 10 is active at MSTM1a.
Haplotype diversity and evolution across hotspot MSTM1a
We have previously shown from genotype data that hotspot MSTM1a, even though active in some men, lies in a region of intense LD and has left little mark on haplotype diversity (13) . This was confirmed from the present haplotype data by LD mapping (1) which revealed a clear step of LD breakdown across hotspot MSTM1b but no corresponding step for MSTM1a other than a very minor increment at the extreme 5 edge of the hotspot (Fig. 7A, B ). More detailed analysis of haplotypes and the ancestral state of each SNP (Fig. 6D ) showed blocks of markers for which there was no evidence of obligate historical recombination events, with boundaries corresponding to the approximate positions of historical exchanges (Fig. 7C) . Hotspot MSTM1a was located almost entirely within such a block, allowing a unique phylogeny of haplotypes in this region to be deduced (Fig. 7D) . Using human/chimpanzee divergence over this region (2.2%), the time to the most recent common ancestor of these haplotypes was estimated at ~1.4 Myr.
The three MSTM1a-active haplotypes belong to a single branch of this phylogeny that also includes many suppressed haplotypes. If the change in hotspot activity was due to a change (not based on DNA sequence) within the MSTM1a region that had occurred only once during human evolution, then the hotspot must have been initially inactive and only recently become activated.
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DISCUSSION
This study shows that polymorphism between men in sperm crossover frequency at recombination hotspots is a common phenomenon, having been seen in the MHC (23, 30) and in all of the hotspots shown in Fig. 6 (13,22,24 and this work). Of the 16 hotspots surveyed to date by sperm typing, 6 show significant variation between men in crossover frequencies as detected by rate measurements in sperm and/or the demonstration of disparity of recombination initiation rates between haplotypes using the crossover asymmetry test. Most of these polymorphism surveys have been limited to very small numbers of men (6, 7, 13, 14, 22, 24, 26) and the true incidence of crossover frequency variation in hotspots is likely to be even greater.
These polymorphisms in crossover frequency can give important clues about processes involved in the evolutionary turnover of recombination hotspots. In two, possibly three, cases, variation in crossover frequency can be traced to a recombination-attenuating SNP allele located very close to the centre of the hotspot that reduces the recombination initiation rate by a factor estimated at about 3-6 fold (22-24). These recombinationsuppressing alleles are over-transmitted to recombinant progeny -both to crossovers and to gene conversions without exchange of flanking markers -and the resulting meiotic drive provides an explanation of how hotspots can become attenuated in activity during evolution (23, 25, 31) .
Hotspot sequence motifs and hotspot suppressors provide evidence that hotspot activity can be influenced by primary DNA sequence determinants (4, 23, 24) . The neighbouring hotspot MSTM1a has provided the first example of a human crossover
hotspot that shows what appears to be complete presence/absence polymorphism.
Reciprocal crossover asymmetry in the three active men provided strong evidence that this hotspot is autonomous and marks a zone of recombination initiation separate from hotspot MSTM1b (23) . It also strongly suggests that crossover activity at this hotspot is controlled in cis, with active men each carrying a haplotype active in recombination initiation plus a suppressed haplotype. As with MSTM1b, analysis of active and 15 suppressed haplotypes showed that there cannot be a DNA-based cis-acting regulator of hotspot activity anywhere within the 100 kb haplotyped region spanning not only MSTM1a but also several neighbouring crossover hotspots. Furthermore, men exist with similar activities at MSTM1b but with MSTM1a either active or inactive, as well as with widely differing MSTM1b activities but with MSTM1a consistently inactive (Fig. 3) .
While the three men active at MSTM1a show similar activities at MSTM1b, rank order analysis showed that this correlation is not significant (P = 0.08). There is therefore no evidence of co-ordinate regulation of crossover activity at these hotspots.
So what controls the variable activity of MSTM1b and the on/off state of MSTM1a? One possibility is that recombination activity is controlled by a polymorphic trans-acting factor, for example a protein that binds to a hotspot and regulates its activity in spermatocytes. Given the apparently independent regulation of the two hotspots, this would require more than one factor. Also, for MSTM1a, it would need a factor, present in only three of the 26 men analysed, that activates MSTM1a but in cis on only one of the two haplotypes in an active man, implying that activation is by chance blocked on one haplotype perhaps by variant(s) in or near the hotspot. The possibility that both haplotypes are equally activated, with reciprocal crossover asymmetry arising instead by biases in heteroduplex repair during recombination, is unlikely for reasons discussed elsewhere (23).
Another possibility is that hotspot activity is regulated by DNA sequence-based cis-acting regulators specifically found on active haplotypes but which map remotely, outside the 16 haplotyped region. This model is plausible given evidence in mice for regulators of crossover activity that map outside hotspots (32) . However, it would require activation at a considerable distance and without obvious effect on the activity of intervening hotspots.
It would also require separate regulation of MSTM1a on/off status and MSTM1b activity.
The third plausible explanation is that hotspot activity is regulated locally in cis but by epigenetic changes, for example alterations in DNA methylation that could influence chromatin conformation locally in the vicinity of the hotspot in germ cells, thus affecting the initiation of meiotic recombination (33) (34) (35) . The inability to define active and suppressed haplotypes at hotspot MSTM1b prevented the further definition of haplotypes that might carry such an imprint. In contrast, the three active haplotypes at MSTM1a do contain a 3.5 kb region of haplotype identity spanning the hotspot that might be fortuitous but which could be a prime candidate for containing such a hotspot-activating imprint.
There are however problems associated with this epigenetic model for hotspot MSTM1a.
The simplest scenario is that the imprint changed once in evolution, in which case the hotspot must have originally been inactive (Fig. 7D) . The activating epigenetic change would have occurred most likely on haplotype (Fig. 6D) , incidentally the most common haplotype seen in the survey, followed by exchanges in hotspot MSTM1b and the now-active MSTM1a to create the two additional active haplotypes seen in men 5 and 9. As predicted, these two haplotypes are unique and are not seen amongst the suppressed haplotypes, and both could have been created by exchanges with other haplotypes similar or identical to those seen in the survey (Fig. 6D) . Two lines of evidence suggest that this hypothetical activating epigenetic change in MSTM1a must have occurred fairly recently during human evolution. First, the estimated population frequency of active haplotypes is low (3/52), consistent with an origin estimated at very roughly 140 Kyr (see Methods).
Second, the three active haplotypes have failed to accumulate base substitutions over the 3.5 kb region of haplotype identity yet two of them show exchanges at both hotspots.
Information on base substitution and crossover rates again suggests that this epigenetic signal would have arisen recently, roughly 90 Kyr ago (see Methods). While both age estimates are crude, they imply that this activating epigenetic signal must have been subsequently inherited in a stable fashion over very many generations. While not impossible, this seems unlikely given the generally rapid erasure of epigenetic modifications during passage through the germline (36) .
Maybe instead there is a local cis-acting epigenetic signal that activates the hotspot but only transiently. For instance, the 3.5 kb region of active haplotype identity might facilitate the alteration of an epigenetic signal (an epimutation) on transmission from parent to son. This signal would be present in the son's soma and germline, leading to hotspot activation in his spermatocytes, but would be subsequently eliminated by germline reprogramming. Such epimutations have been described in plants (37, 38) and recently in the human germline (39) . Under this model, hotspot activity would be probabilistic, being expressed both in the context of local DNA sequence and by chance epigenetic activation, with only 11% (3/26) of men with the active haplotype actually expressing the hotspot. The resulting population recombination frequency would be only 10 -5 (9x10 -5 crossover frequency in active men, 11% of men active). This is so low that the hotspot would be unlikely to have left a significant mark on haplotype diversity, explaining its presence in a region of intense linkage disequilibrium (13) . If the 3.5 kb region of identity shared by the three active haplotypes is fortuitous (the probability of sampling three haplotypes that by chance are identical over the 3.5 kb region is 0.13), then perhaps any haplotype could be prone to epimutation. If so, then the antiquity of the trigger for epimutation -and indeed the age of the hotspot -becomes indeterminate.
Unfortunately, the three men showing activity at hotspot MSTM1a were all anonymous semen donors and it was not possible to access somatic DNA from these men to test directly for epimutational changes, nor to investigate the transmissibility of hotspot activity from father to son.
In summary, this survey has shown that hotspot activity can be influenced by factors other than local DNA sequence determinants, consistent with human/chimpanzee divergence in the locations of putative hotspots disproportionate to DNA sequence divergence (18, 19) . It has also revealed the first example of a hotspot present in only some men that may have arisen very recently in human evolution, possibly on a timescale within the recent diversification of mankind and conceivably appearing and disappearing from one generation to the next. Further work is needed to explore the dynamics of hotspot turnover in human populations and to define the highly enigmatic processes whereby hotspots come into existence.
METHODS
Genotyping and haplotyping
Semen samples were collected, with approval from the Leicestershire Health Authority
Research Ethics Committee and with informed consent, from 200 UK men of north European descent. Eighty men showing high yields of sperm DNA were selected for further analysis. SNP genotyping of these 80 men, by PCR amplification from wholegenome amplified DNA followed by allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO) hybridisation, is described elsewhere (6, 7, 13) . Unambiguous haplotypes in the 26 men analysed for sperm crossovers were established using allele-specific long PCR directed to known heterozygous SNP sites in each man to amplify 8-12 kb long intervals of each haplotype from genomic DNA, followed by ASO hybridisation to determine SNP status on each separated haplotype. This procedure was repeated sequentially at distal SNP heterozygosities whose linkage phase had been established to build up extended haplotypes. These separated haplotypes were also used as templates for resequencing over 
Analysis of crossover distributions
Crossover frequency uniformity in the 23 men showing no activity at hotspot MSTM1a was tested as follows. Crossovers mapping to the interval 20.8-22.0 kb spanning this hotspot were counted over all these men to give an average frequency per sperm. The probability P o over all men of obtaining the observed number of crossovers in each man at this frequency was then estimated, taking into account the number of sperm screened per man. Simulated datasets were then generated assuming a uniform crossover frequency in all men and again taking into account sperm tested per man. For each simulation, the probability P u of obtaining the entire simulated dataset was estimated. Of 1000 simulations, 140 gave P u < P o , indicating no significant clustering of exchanges into a subset of these MSTM1a-suppressed men.
Crossover locations in the hotspot MSTM1a region in the 23 suppressed men were analysed under two models, one (uniform) with exchanges uniformly distributed across this region and the second (hotspot) with all crossovers clustered into a 1.2 kb wide hotspot centred at 21.3 kb with the morphology seen in MSTM1a-active men. The probability of obtaining the entire dataset in each of the 23 men, using the number of crossovers seen in each informative interval in each man, was then estimated for each model. The likelihood ratio P(data|uniform)/P(data|hotspot) was 2.6.
LD mapping and analysis of divergence times
LD maps were determined from haplotype data as described elsewhere (1), using LDmap software downloaded from http://cedar.genetics.soton.ac.uk/public_html/. The age of a mutation at current frequency x in the population was estimated as -
where N e is the effective diploid population size (40) ; N e was assumed to be 10,000, an appropriate value for north Europeans (41), and the generation time was set at 20 years.
The age of a hypothetical MSTM1a-activating epigenetic signal arising on the inactive progenitor haplotype was estimated by simulating genealogies of the inactive progenitor and its inactive plus three active descendants, assuming a constant-sized 22 randomly-mating population of 10,000 and with 20 years per generation. Genealogies were conditioned on those sharing a unique signal on the three active haplotypes. We estimated base substitution rates in the 3.5 kb region of haplotype identity from humanchimpanzee divergence over this region (2.2%) assuming a divergence time of 6 Myr.
Sperm crossover frequencies at MSTM1a were averaged over the three active semen donors and at MSTM1b over all men. Population average rates were estimated from these assuming that both hotspots are twice as active in females as in males (13) . These crossover rates were corrected for the proportion that would lead to detectable exchanges, based on haplotype frequency data. We recorded activation ages from those genealogies that showed no base substitutions over the 3. Cumulative frequencies of A-and B-type sperm crossovers across the hotspot in the three men with the active hotspot (black, man 5; blue, man 9; red, man 10; Fig. 2 ). Lines show the least squares best-fit cumulative distributions assuming that A and B exchange points are normally distributed (7). (C) Transmission of alleles from haplotype 1 into crossover progeny in these three men, normalised to equal frequencies of A and B crossovers (23) and with 95% confidence intervals. These data were derived from 58 A-type and 32 Btype MSTM1a crossovers recovered respectively from 0.6x10 6 and 0.4x10 6 amplifiable sperm DNA molecules of each haplotype from man 5, plus 74 A-type and 71 B-type crossovers from 1.4x10 6 and 0.9x10 6 molecules of each haplotype from man 9, and 166
A-type and 191 B-type crossovers from 2.0x10 6 and 2.1x10 6 molecules from man 10.
Crossovers from men 5 and 9 were recovered from sperm DNA using 5 selector primers located at 20.8 kb and thus lack markers further upstream. 
